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IN THIS 
ISSUE

Top Marketing Tools to Check 
Out in 2020

The world of marketing is 
constantly evolving. What worked 
in the past may not be effective 
now – and if you never update your 
methods and tools, the chances 
are good that you’re missing out 
on opportunities to engage your 
audience and grow your business. 
Since we’re at the beginning of a 
new year, this is the perfect time 
to update your marketing toolbox 
and add some new tools to the 
mix.  Without further ado, here are 
my picks for the top marketing 
tools that should be in your 
toolbox for 2020.

5 Ways to Engage Customers on 
Instagram – That Work!

Is your Instagram feed bringing in 
leads or has it turned into another 
marketing effort that just doesn’t 
deliver a good return on the time 
and money you put into it? Like all 
social media sites, is constantly 
changing its algorithms. The 
latest change is that Likes – which 
used to be the gold standard 
of customer engagement – will 
no longer be displayed on your 
feed. DON’T PANIC. Here are 5 
things you can do to engage your 
customers that go far beyond a 
simple Like.

Get Optimized for 2020 - Your 
Local SEO Resource

I talk a lot about local SEO and 
if you’ve recently updated your 
site, you may roll your eyes at 
the appearance of another article 
about local SEO. But… The truth 
is that local SEO is changing all 
the time. To keep things simple, 
I’ve put together this local SEO 
resource for you to use to get 
the new year started right. I’ll 
focus on the quickest and easiest 
things you can do to ensure that 
your local SEO is up to scratch – 
and that the people in your target 
audience can find you.
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Welcome to The 
Prosperous Partner

T H E  P R O S P E R O U S  PA R T N E R  I S  B R O U G H T  T O  YO U  B Y

Thanks for checking out our latest issue of The 
Prosperous Partner, your online marketing 
resource guide for small business. Each month 
we will be covering topics that resonate with 
local businesses just like yours. 
 
Our goal is simple. We want to enable 
you to do big things online, and it all starts by 
breaking down the complex-ities of marketing 
your business online. 
 
It doesn’t matter if you’re just starting out, or 
an established business owner in your local 
community, you can always benefit from 
increasing your brand’s visibility online.
 
To your Success,

Eddie Hill
Grand Master Prosperite

The Prosperous Internet Marketing Incorporate, is the 
leading small business marketing service for over 8 years. 
We help small businesses connect with more customers 
online.  
 
If you want to build your business, you need to market, it’s 
that simple. But you can lose thousands of dollars if you 
don’t know what you are doing. So we urge you to take 
action with some of the strategies we recommend.
 
For a more “hands off” approach, we offer affordable 
solutions and can deliver results. 
We hope you enjoy this issue of Prosperous Internet 
Marketing Inc. and feel free to reach out to us anytime.

How to Spy on Your Competi-
tors’ Facebook Ads

What if I told you that you 
could be the James Bond of 
local marketing? Would you be 
interested?  I can’t promise you 
access to an Aston Martin and 
Bond’s cool gadgets, but I can 
tell you how to get a bead on 
your competitors’ Facebook ads. 
It’s one of the best ways I know 
to fine-tune your marketing and 
outpace your local competition. 
Here’s what you need to know.
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TOP MARKETINGTOP MARKETING  
TOOLSTOOLS

TO CHECK OUT IN 
2020

he world of marketing is constantly evolving. What worked in the past may not be effective now 
– and if you never update your methods and tools, the chances are good that you’re missing 
out on opportunities to engage your audience and grow your business.

Since we’re at the beginning of a new year, this is the perfect time to update your marketing toolbox 
and add some new tools to the mix. 

Without further ado, here are my picks for the top marketing tools that should be in your toolbox for 
2020.

T
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Google Search Console is my first pick. It’s a 
terrific tool that allows marketers and local 
business owners to understand how people 
find their businesses on Google. 

This is a free tool that you can access via 
your Google account. The only preliminary 
step you must take is to verify that you’re the 
owner of your website. Once you’re verified, 
you can:

> View the keywords that visitors use to find 
your site

> Check out your most popular pages
> Check your backlinks
> Submit sitemaps to Google
> Track clicks on your site and links
> Understand how Google “sees” your page
> Check your site’s mobile usability

In other words, the Google Search Console 
is a versatile analytics toolbox that gives you 
a way to understand and improve the way 
Google (and your target audience) see your 
website. If you pick only one new tool to try 
out in 2020, make it this one!

One of the biggest threats to your online vis-
ibility and viability is stale content. If you’ve 
been blogging for a while – or if your site 
hasn’t been updated in a few years – you 
probably have some content on your site 
that’s languishing from a lack of attention.

Revive by Animalz is a tool that’s designed to 
help you address the issue of stale content. 
Without it, you’d need to review every post 
on your site to determine which posts are 
outdated and in need of a refresh.

With it, you can simply plug in the URL of 

your website and let Revive do the rest. It will 
crawl your site and identify posts that are in a 
state of decay. (That sounds awful but really 
it just means pages and posts that are trend-
ing in the wrong direction.)

Revive is a free tool. To get your report, you’ll 
need to provide access to your Google An-
alytics account. In return, you’ll get a report 
that identifies the pages, blog posts, and oth-
er content that’s in need of an update. You 
can then use it as a roadmap to refresh your 
site and attract more traffic than ever before.

Animalz Revive



> See their organic search 
   rank for each keyword

> View ads and ad variations for the past 13 years

You can also use it to track your own keywords and keyword 
rankings, making SpyFu an invaluable marketing tool for 
2020. 

SpyFu is a paid tool with pricing starting at $33 per month. The basic plan should be plenty for most 
businesses.

Hustle is a WordPress plugin that allows you to 
capture email address quickly and efficiently. It 
allows you to design pop-ups, slide-ins, email 
opt-ins and social following bars.

What I like about Hustle is that it’s fully inte-
grated with just about every email marketing 
service. (I use a combination of Mailchimp for 

newsletters and InfusionSoft  for nicely passed 
follow-ups to opt-ins.)

As a bonus, Hustle includes exit-intent, which 
displays a pop-up or slide-in when a visitor 
is about to leave your page, and Google Re-
CAPTCHA to prevent spam. Best of all, it’s to-
tally free.

Hustle

Have you ever wondered 
what your competitors are 
doing online? If the answer’s 
yes – and it should be! – then 
SpyFu is a marketing tool you 
should know about.

SpyFu allows you to “spy” on 
your competitors’ keywords 
and determine which ones 
are the most lucrative. You 
can use it to:

> Search for all domains and 
   see where they show up on 
   Google
> See every keyword your 
   competitors have bought 
   on Google AdWords
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Proof is a tool that makes it easy to display 
your – you guessed it! – social proof on your 
website. To install it, all you need to do is copy 
and paste their pixel onto your site page.

Once you have installed the pixel, it will inte-
grate with your site or your CRM and show 
your targeted customers:

> Customer reviews
> Video testimonials
> Social media posts

> Hot streak notifications
> Live visitor counts

I especially like the hot streak notifications 
which Proof says are their top driver of con-
versions. You’ve probably seen these notifica-
tions when you check out an online product 
and see pop-ups letting you know whenever 
someone buys the product.

Pricing for Proof starts at $29 for the basic 
plan. They offer a free demo as well!

Flashyapp is a marketing automation plat-
form that can help you improve your con-
version rate in a variety of ways. You can use 
it to:

> Add smart pop-ups
> Manage your email marketing
> Manage your SMS (text message) 
   marketing
> Send push notifications

It even has tools to help you manage retar-
geting ads by specifying what to do based on 
a customer’s actions. For example, you can 
offer different coupons based on the value of 
what a customer adds to their cart.

If you want to try it out, the Starter Plan is 
available for just $7 a month and the profes-
sional plan is $40 per month.

Flashyapp
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Tailwind is a scheduling tool that’s designed 
specifically for Instagram and Pinterest. It 
will walk you through creating an optimal 
posting schedule based on your audience 
engagement, traffic, and virality. Then, it 
will re-post content for your according to 
your schedule.

If your business is active on Pinterest, I 
think Tailwind is a must. It’s just as useful 
for Instagram. They offer a free trial that al-
lows you to schedule up to 100 posts or 
Pins without a time limit. After that, the 
pricing is separate for Instagram and Pin-
terest, coming in at $9.99 per month for 
each platform.

Here are a few honorable mentions that I think deserve some love in 2020:

Honorable Mentions

Canva is a free tool with hundreds of design templates. If you 
don’t have the money to hire a professional designer, you can use 
Canva to create beautiful newsletters, presentations, and social 
media posts. Their basic plan is free, or you can upgrade to the 
Pro plan for $12.95/month.

Hemingway is a readability tool that you can use 
for free online or download to your desktop for 
just $9.99. I like it because it helps eliminate com-
plicated sentences that might deter readers. 

PEXELS
Pexels is a site with a decent collection of free stock 
photos. You can use them without attribution. Their se-
lection isn’t huge but if you don’t have the budget to pay 
for photos, this is a great option.

With the right tools in your marketing toolbox, 
there’s no reason that 2020 shouldn’t be your best year yet!
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5 Ways to
Engage Customers on

– That Work!

Is your Instagram feed bringing in leads or has it turned 
into another marketing effort that just doesn’t de-
liver a good return on the time and money you 
put into it?

If it’s the latter, it’s time to get serious about cus-
tomer engagement on Instagram. Instagram, like all 
social media sites, is constantly changing its algo-
rithms. The latest change is that Likes – which used 
to be the gold standard of customer engagement – 
will no longer be displayed on your feed.

DON’T PANIC. You’ll still be able to see your Likes in 
your analytics, but the new reality signals a sea change 
in the world of Instagram engagement. Here are 5 things 
you can do to engage your customers that go far beyond 
a simple Like.
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#1: ORGANIZE YOUR 
STORIES INTO HIGHLIGHTS

Instagram Stories can be a terrific marketing tool, 
but they only stick around for 24 hours – or do 
they? 

One of my favorite tips for Instagram Stories is to 
feature them as highlights on your profile page. 
Your stories can provide new subscribers with an 
overview of who you are and what you do. Here 
are the steps to follow:

> Log in to your Instagram account
> Navigate to your profile page and tap Story 
   Highlights (underneath your name and bio)

> Tap the plus sign to add a Story to your High-
   lights
> Tap to choose the Instagram Story you want 
   to feature 
> Tap Edit Cover
> Choose a cover photo for your Highlight
> Tap Done

Once you have added an Instagram Story to your 
highlights, it will remain there until you remove 
it. This simple move gives new life to your Stories 
and increases engagement by giving new follow-
ers something substantial to view when they visit 
your profile.

#2: USE GEOTAGS FOR 
LOCAL ENGAGEMENT 

For local business owners, the Holy Grail of Insta-
gram marketing is attracting local followers. After 
all, these are the people who are most likely to 
patronize your business and turn into loyal cus-
tomers. 

One local follower is worth hundreds of followers 
who only look at your photos and never buy from 
you.

One of the easiest ways to amp up your local en-
gagement is to use geotags when you post on 
Instagram. You can create a Geotag specifically 
for your business, but you can also use state, city, 
and even neighborhood geotags to pinpoint your 
location.

As a bonus, geotags can have their own Stories 
on Instagram. If you use a geotag for your city, 
your posts will become part of that day’s Story, 
making it that much easier for local customers 
to find you and your business.
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#3: POST VIDEOS TO 
GET MORE COMMENTS 

In their 2018 Instagram Engagement Report, Men-
tion revealed that videos on Instagram receive 46% 
of all Likes. Since there are far more photos post-
ed on Instagram than videos, these numbers show 
that videos are engagement superstars on Insta-
gram.

With the importance of Likes on the decline thanks 
to the new algorithm changes, it’s also interesting 
to note that videos get more comments than pho-
tographs as a rule. If you haven’t already started 
posting videos on Instagram, 2020 is the year to 
start.

The current rules for Instagram video are as follows:

> Up to 60 seconds for videos posted on your 
   feed
> Up to 15 seconds for videos posted as part of 
   an Instagram Story
> Up to 60 minutes for Instagram Live video
> Up to 60 minutes for IGTV video

Posting more videos can help you grab your audi-
ence’s attention and hold it.
One of the things about Instagram is that it’s easy 

to miss posts or to gloss over them. But what if 
there was a way to keep your audience engaged 
by getting them to revisit a post frequently? 

There is! More brands are recognizing the impor-
tance of creating posts that their followers will 
want to save and return to. That’s unlikely to hap-
pen with a simple photograph, but there are ways 
to create content that’s suitable for Instagram and 
provide ongoing value to your followers. Here are 
a couple of ideas:

> Create carousel-style posts with multiple 
   images organized around a theme. For 
   example, a boutique that sells clothing 
   could do a “Back to School” carousel or a 
   “Holiday Party” carousel.
> Create mini-blog posts that provide informa-
   tion that your followers can use, such as a 
   checklist or packing list.

The key is to think about what your target audi-
ence will find valuable and provide it to them, Ins-
tagram-style.

#4: CREATE MORE 
SAVABLE POSTS
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#5: ADD INSTAGRAM 
STICKERS TO YOUR STORIES  

Instagram Stories are great for engage-
ment, especially if you let your follow-
ers now how you want them to engage 
with you. One of my favorite ways to 
boost Story engagement is by using In-
stagram Stickers.

Instagram Stickers appear on Stories 
and offer your customers an easy way 
to interact with you. The options avail-
able include:

> Question stickers: Ask your follow-
ers a question, such as which products 
they’d like to see from you. The question 
sticker is a great way to collect valuable 
information from your followers.

> Quiz stickers: Offer your followers a 
multiple choice question to boost en-
gagement.

> Countdown stickers: Add a count-
down to your Story to build excitement 
for a new product launch or a big an-
nouncement. 

Here are the steps to add a sticker to your Instagram Story:

> Add a picture to your story
> Click the peeling smiley face icon to bring up your sticker options
> Tap to add the sticker you like
> Rearrange it on the page – you can make it bigger or smaller and choose where to place it and 
   add a question or countdown

Engaging customers on Instagram isn’t just a numbers game and the new algorithm changes mean 
that Likes are only the tip of the iceberg. The five engagement tips here will help you take advantage 
of the updates and make 2020 your best year ever on Instagram.
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I talk a lot about local SEO and if you’ve recently 
updated your site, you may roll your eyes at the 
appearance of another article about local SEO.

I get it. Believe me, I do. I don’t want to sound 
like a broken record.

But…

The truth is that local SEO is changing all the 
time. It’s hard to keep up – and I’m a profes-

sional marketer! I know it can be hard for small 
business owners to stay abreast of changes and 
keep their sites optimized for local search.

To keep things simple, I’ve put together this lo-
cal SEO resource for you to use to get the new 
year started right. I’ll focus on the quickest and 
easiest things you can do to ensure that your 
local SEO is up to scratch – and that the people 
in your target audience can find you.

OPTIMIZED
Get

FOR 2020
Your Local SE

RESOURCE
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Optimize Your Google My Business Listing

I’m not going to go into detail here about Google 
My Business because I’ve written about it exten-
sively before. That said, please don’t ignore GMB 
in 2020! An optimized listing is your best friend 
when it comes to local SEO.

Make sure your listing is complete and up-to-date. 
Add pictures and your company logo if you hav-
en’t already and do everything you can to encour-
age people to review your business on Google. It’ll 
help – I promise.

Standardize Your NAP Listings 

NAP (Name, Address, Phone number) listings 
are another topic I’ve covered extensively, but 
they’ve become more important than ever be-
fore thanks to Google’s Hawk update in 2017. 
Having even one listing that’s not standardized 
can and will dilute your online presence – so 
don’t skip this step.

Google your company and make sure that your 
NAP listing is identical everywhere it appears. 
Remember that even minor differences (Ave in-
stead of Avenue) can cause a problem. I know 
this is a painstaking, nitpicky job, but it’s import-
ant.
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You own a local business and 
that means you have a service 
area. Even if you can technically 
ship anywhere, it’s still important 
to let potential customers know 
where you are.

There are two quick and simple 
ways to specify your service area 

without overhauling your entire 
website. You can:

1. Add a bulleted list of cities, 
districts, or neighborhoods you 
serve

2. Embed a map on your site 
with pins in your service areas 

(or indicating your locations if 
you have more than one)

This easy step will ensure that 
potential customers who land 
on your site will be able to see at 
a glance whether you serve the 
area where they live. 

Specify Your Service Area  

Create Geo-Targeted Landing Pages

One of the changes included 
in Google Hawk is that Goo-
gle made the target search ar-
eas smaller than they used to 
be to (at least in theory) pre-
vent businesses from being 
elbowed out of search results. 
What I suggest is creating sep-
arate landing pages for each of 
your service areas.

Here are some tips:

> Remember that Google ranks 
pages and not domain names, 
so there’s no limit on the num-
ber of geo-targeted landing 
pages you can have.

> Choose highly targeted lo-
cal keywords and focus on one 
main keyword per page.

> Do not duplicate content too 
closely or Google will flag your 
pages.

> Whenever possible, link 
geo-targeted social proof to 
each page by including rele-
vant reviews and testimonials.

Most searches these days are 
happening on mobile devices. 
Having geo-targeted pages will 
help you to take advantage of 
voice search, including “Near 
Me” searches that are relevant 
to your business.
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Optimize Your Citation Pages 

Did you know that it’s common for consumers 
to spend only a few minutes on a business web-
site before converting? That might sound unre-
alistic but it’s true – and it’s because they spend 
far more time on citation pages before buying 
anything.

Some of the best-known citation pages are re-
view aggregation sites like Yelp and Yellow Pag-
es, but there are dozens of others – some of 

which are specific to certain industries.

To get a jump on optimizing your citation pages, 
check out this master list from Moz, which lists 
common citation pages by industry. Then, Goo-
gle your business and make your way through 
each citation. Keep in mind that, in some cases, 
it may be worthwhile to upgrade to a premium 
account, so you can add images and make the 
most of your business listing.

Use Schema Markup on Your Website

Another local SEO factor that you may have 
overlooked until know is Schema markup. Sche-
ma tells Google how to display your pages when 
they come up in search – and it can make a 
big difference in how local customers feel about 
your page.

You should use Schema markup to provide po-
tential customers with vital information about 
your business. Many small businesses don’t 
bother to include a ‘rich snippet” with their 
Schema markup. You can find more informa-
tion about how to use Schema markup to boost 
your SEO here.

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/technical-seo/schema/#close
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There’s no denying that social proof is the name 
of the game when it comes to local marketing. 
The research shows that almost all consumers 
pay at least some attention to online reviews, 
with many giving them as much credence as a 
personal recommendation.

You should start with Google My Business be-
cause those are the reviews that people are 
most likely to see when they search for your 
business. After that, you should look at review 
aggregation sites such as:

> Yelp
> Angie’s List
> BBB (Better Business Bureau)
> Facebook
> Industry-specific sites

I suggest sending an email request to your sub-
scribers asking them to leave reviews on Goo-

gle. Link directly to your review page to make it 
easy for them to comply with your request.

Then, make it a company policy to ask customers 
for reviews. You can decide what makes sense. 
For service providers, the best bet is probably to 
reach out to clients when a job has been com-
pleted. For retail, you may want to have your ca-
shiers remind customers to leave reviews when 
they check out.

For extra credibility, consider linking directly to 
your review pages from your website. That kind 
of transparency is something customers value 
and it will help your local SEO, too!

Getting optimized for 2020 doesn’t need to be 
complicated and you don’t need to spend a lot 
of time doing it. The quick fixes I’ve provided 
here will help you fine-tune your local SEO and 
grow your business in the new year.

Focus on Reviews 
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HOW TO SPY ON YOURHOW TO SPY ON YOUR

COMPETITORS’

What if I told you that you could be the James Bond of local marketing? Would you 
be interested?
I can’t promise you access to an Aston Martin and Bond’s cool gadgets, but I can tell 
you how to get a bead on your competitors’ Facebook ads. It’s one of the best ways I 
know to fine-tune your marketing and outpace your local competition.

The good news? It’s not hard to do! You don’t need a lot of money or a British accent. 
Here’s what you need to know.

 acebook Adsacebook Ads
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What is the facebook Ad Library?
You’re probably aware that Facebook and its 
creator, Mark Zuckerberg, have come under 
some intense scrutiny since the 2016 presiden-
tial election due to the use of the social media 
platform for “fake news” ads. 

One of the tools that Facebook has made avail-
able to address the criticism is the Facebook Ad 
Library.

On the surface, its intended use is to provide 
transparency in advertising. You can plug in the 
name of any Facebook page and see the ads 
they’ve placed – with a special emphasis on po-

litical and issue-based ads.

The search option defaults to issue, Electoral 
or Political ads, but there are two other options 
available:

- Housing (Facebook has also come under at-
tack for allowing lenders to use ads in discrimi-
natory ways)
- All Ads

That last option is the one that lets you peek at 
what your competitors are doing.

19P R O S P E R O U S  I N T E R N E T  M A R K E T I N G
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How to Use the 
facebook Ad Library?

The key to using the Facebook Ad Library is The key to using the Facebook Ad Library is 
understanding how it works and what to do understanding how it works and what to do 
with the information you find there.with the information you find there.

The first step is to make a list of your competitors. Make sure to 
note the exact name they use on Facebook – you’ll need that 
information to view their ads.

Next, go to the Facebook Ad Library. 
Then follow these steps:

1. Click the “All Ads” option.

2. Type in the name of the competitor whose ads you want to 
see into the search box.

3. Choose their page from the list that appears.

Once you click the name, you’ll see a page 
that displays the Facebook ads the page is running. 
You’ll be able to see:

- Whether the ad is active or not
- When your competitor began running the ad
- The ad content, including copy, images, and video
- The ad’s ID number
- The URL of the ad, so you can add it to your 
   library for future reference

What I particularly like is that you can see ev-
ery iteration of the ad that’s running. For ex-
ample, you might notice that a competitor is 
running two similar ads with different images 
or slightly different copy.

The one thing 
you can’t do 

is spy on their 
targeting, but 
that doesn’t 

mean that you 
can’t make 

inferences from 
what you find.
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What is the facebook Ad Library?

How can you use what you find with Facebook 
Ad Library? Here are some tips and best prac-
tices to help you make the most of your espio-
nage.

1. Save any ads you think are useful. As I men-
tioned above, you can easily get the URL of any 
ad by clicking on the three dots on the upper 
right-hand corner of the ad. Click on “Copy Ad 
Link” to get the Ad Library URL for the link. I keep 
a spreadsheet to track the ads that I collect.

2. Look at the images your competitors are us-
ing for hints about what their target audience 
wants. If you know a competitor is doing well 
and you notice they’re using illustrations or in-
fographics in their ads, it might be a good idea to 
emulate what they’re doing and upgrade your 
images accordingly.

3. Make notes about the types of content your 

competitors are promoting. Are they using im-
ages? Videos? Quizzes? It’s especially useful to 
note the content that gets used most frequent-
ly. If your competitors are paying any attention 
to the ROI on their Facebook ads, the repeated 
content is also likely their most profitable con-
tent.

4. Pay attention to how your competitors link 
the images in their ads to the copy. Most effec-
tive FB ads use images that are directly related 
to the offer in the ad, but there are exceptions. 
Paying attention to trends among your compet-
itors can help you do a better job of choosing 
compelling images for your own ads.

Think of the ads you see as a textbook showing 
you how to connect with your target audience 
and pull customers away from your competi-
tors.
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Dynamic 
Creative Ads

One of the best ways to capitalize 
on what you learn from spying on 
your competitors is to let Facebook 
do some of the work for you. If you’re 
not already using Dynamic Creative 
Ads, which is Facebook’s automated 
ad creator, then you’re probably miss-
ing out on a chance to connect with 
your audience.

Dynamic Creative Ads will help you 
create ad combinations you might 
not have considered on your own. 
You’ll need to make sure you have 
the types of content you want to use 
in your library, but you can do that 
easily enough after you spy on your 
competitors.

Basically, Dynamic Creative Ads will 
mix and match your options to allow 
you to reach your marketing goals. 
You can choose goals that include:

    - Conversion
    - Traffic
    - Video Views
    - Reach
    - Brand Awareness
    - App Installation
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I think of the Facebook Ad Library and Facebook Dynamic Creative Ads as 
a one-two punch that will help you to get the best of your competitors 
even if they have a bigger advertising budget than you do. By using both, 
you can eliminate much of the guesswork and uncertainty that comes 
with Facebook advertising.

My suggestion is to dedicate some time early in the new year to scoping 
out what your competitors are doing with their Facebook advertising. 
Use what you learn to create the kind of content that’s going to help you 
divert traffic from them, increase your conversion rate, and grow your 
business.
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